Session Title: Making B2B and B2C Work Together: The New Integrated PR
Presenter: Josiah McClellan, APR, Director of Food Market Issues and Sustainability, United
Soybean Board
Session Objectives:
 Understand current marketplace dynamics and future trends that will require a blending
of B2B and B2C strategic thinking in the highest performing PR programs
 Discover the key elements of a hybrid B2B/B2C program for maximum value and impact
 Learn about the professional skill sets that are driving the evolution of the hybrid
B2B/B2C practitioner
Session Outline:
I.

II.

Supply chain transparency, the modern shareholder, and what they mean to public
relations
a. Waiter, there’s a malnourished peasant child laborer in my soup! Why products
and services are being overshadowed by the stuff used to make them
i. In hyper-scrutinized markets powered by You Tube exposés and a
passionate blogosphere, pulling up the blinds so consumers can see the
kitchen is fraught with reputational risk
b. Consumer demands and expectations about supply chain transparency
i. Indicators from research
ii. Meeting expectations today
1. A locust swarm of labels – sustainable, fair, ethical, safe,
environmentally-friendly, not intentionally trying to be bad
c. Procurement in the marketing meeting – who invited these guys?
i. The imperative to merge the languages of the procurement and
marketing departments for managing stakeholder relationships
What’s in your mayonnaise? A case study on a hybrid PR program – farmers,
processor and brand owner work together to differentiate food products through
sustainability and preserve markets
a. The role of focused research and planning in seamlessly integrating a product’s
story from field/factory/ocean/mine to market
b. How to apply communication models that rely on trust and relationships as
much as they do on the transfer of information
i. The shortcomings of Buckley’s cybernetic model
ii. Coorientational models and trust-building
c. How to translate the sustainability attributes of key ingredients to a consumer
audience, and integrate that messaging into product branding

III.

IV.
V.

i. Making the technical (carbon, energy, water, waste) meaningful
d. How to create unique partnerships with a wide range of stakeholders to lend
credibility to sustainable sourcing efforts
i. Partnerships with NGOs, suppliers, academic institutions
e. How to pioneer barrier-breaking pilot projects that blend disciplines
i. Suppliers/PR professionals “exchange program”
f. How to build a public relations campaign around clear value propositions for all
links in the supply chain
g. Measuring success in a hybrid B2B2C program
We’re gonna need a bigger sandbox – merging the skills of B2B and B2C
practitioners
a. The face of the new B2B2C practitioner
i. New skill sets to develop
ii. New career paths
iii. Training and professional development
b. The ingredients of the new B2B2C program team
i. Roles and responsibilities
ii. Demonstrating value to internal and external clients
iii. Isn’t this just crisis communications?
Conclusion – Provenance, cage-free eggs and soybean oil
a. The high value of getting this right, the really big problems of getting it wrong
Question & Answers

